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[Matsui et al. 1999]

Ionospheric escape in the magnetosphere



  

A big challenge

an invisible component of low energy plasma (<10 eV) which has never been
observed.



  

Wake formation

…  and if 

kTi < EK  < eVSC

wake formation, EWAKE

+
If   EK  >> eVSC,    EK > kTi ,
Narrow wake



  

New data with solution

Engwall et. al[2009b] 
Ann. Geophys.

Using data from 
Cluster spacecraft

FGM: Flux Gate 
Magnetometer

EFW: Electric 
Field and Wave 
experiment 

EDI: Electron Drift 
Instrument



  

Central Plasma Sheet
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Cluster 
Spacecraft

Ion trajectories before 
measurements
Ion trajectories after 
measurements

Trajectories of 
spacecraft
 Model geomagnetic 
field line

July- November of 2001-2005, 172817 outflow events, measured at altitudes of 4-20 Re. 
Cold ion velocity & density is measured when plasma wake is formed behind the spacecraft.
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The perpendicular velocity and ion 
flux are scaled by the cross section 
of magnetic flux tube.

P i=P i−1V i−1 t
V i=V para , iVperp , i

Vpara , i=Vpara , i−1a i−1 t

a i=Vperp , i⋅
d b
dt gpara , i

Vperp , i=∣Vperp , i−1∣
 Bi−1×Vperp , i−1×Bi

∣Bi−1×Vperp , i−1×Bi∣

Fi=∣FSC∣
∣Bi∣

∣BSC∣
bi
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Trajectory of ion 
guiding center

Tracing methodology



  

Trajectory Calculation dv∣∣

dt
=v⃗E⋅

d b̂
ds

− g⃗∣∣



  

Average Travel time: 
243 minutes (Quiet)

204 minutes (Moderate)

156 minutes (Disturbed)

Observation: Dst dependence (Northern hemisphere)

A = 1.6 x 107
 km2

f = 3.2 x 1025
 s-1

A = 2.9 x 107
 km2

f = 9.5 x 1025
 s-1



  

Convection velocity distribution

Quiet

Moderate

Disturbed



  

Observation: Dst dependence (Southern hemisphere)

Average Travel time: 
342 minutes

326 minutes

252 minutes

A = 0.9 x 107
 km2

f = 2.5 x 1025
 s-1

A = 2.8 x 107
 km2

f = 7.6 x 1025
 s-1



  

Observation: IMF dependence (Northern hemisphere)



  

Observation: IMF dependence (Southern hemisphere)



  

Conclusion

1. Fate region could be contracted during geomagnetic disturbed time due to 
high convection velocity;

2. Total flux on CPS during disturbed time could be enhanced because of more 
outflow from ionosphere;

3. Dawn-dusk asymmetry for cold ion fate region on CPS was observed for 
different IMF directions;

4. A persistent dawn-dawn asymmetry for cold deposition region on plasma 
sheet is revealed.

5. High fluxes on plasma sheet does not correspond to high fluxes on the 
source region, and it can be highly mixed by outflows from various region on 
ionosphere.

6. Fluxes enhanced by high solar wind dynamic pressure is dominated by 
outflow from day-side ionosphere.
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